The etymology of meridies stands as a commonplace in the Latin literary tradition. The present article aims to expand on the evidence collected by Maltby in his 1991 A Lexicon of Ancient Latin Etymologies -primarily by extending its historical scope into the Middle Ages -and to interpret and contextualise the body of source material thus established. It is shown that in the relevant sources (chronologically ranging from Cicero [born 106 BC] to Anthony of Padua [died 1231]), the mericomponent is mostly reduced to merus or to medius, but that combinations and minor alternative explanations frequently occur. It also becomes clear that the etymology of meridies is discussed and put to use in a broad variety of text types, and in very diverse historical and cultural contexts. Lastly, it is argued that the case of meridies is illustrative of the difference between 'ancient' and 'modern' conceptions of etymology.
Introduction
The etymology of meridies, 'midday, noon, south', has commonplace status throughout the Latin literary tradition, including technical genres and exegetical works. In Maltby's presentation of the relevant source material, three possible accounts of the word's history can be discerned. According to what seems to be the oldest etymology, the components medius and dies (a noun which may have masculine or feminine gender) were contracted to medidies, which was subsequently altered by dissimilation -for the sake of euphony -into meridies. An alternative etymology has it that meridies should be analysed as merus dies, the 'purest' or 'brightest' part of the day. A third explanation connects the meri-component to Greek μέρος, 'part, share'. 1 On the basis of searches in online databases, 2 the present article aims (1) to supplement the series of relevant passages listed by Maltby by extending his historical scope, and (2) to interpret and contextualise the body of source material thus established: how do Latin authors etymologise meridies, and how do they put this etymology to use in their specific historical and cultural circumstances? It will become clear that the explanations listed by Maltby are not seldom combined, and that minor alternative explanations also occur.
Antiquity
At the origin of the series of relevant comments stands Cicero (106-43 BC), 3 who explicitly connects the dissimilation occurring in medidies to the criterion of euphony. In Orator 157 (written in 46 BC) Cicero suggests that medidies was altered into meridies because the original form sounded less pleasant (quod erat insuavius) -most probably because of the repetition of the combination di. 4 Only a couple of years later, the polymath Varro (116-27 BC), Cicero's contemporary and acquaintance, claims to rely on his own, first-hand observation. At 6.4 of his De lingua Latina (presumably published between 45 and 43 BC), Varro notes that the word meridies comes 'from the fact that it is the middle of the day (medius dies)', pointing out that 'the ancients (antiqui) said d, not r, in this word, as I have seen in Praeneste, engraved on a sundial (ut Praeneste incisum in solario vidi).' 5 Praeneste was a city in Sabine territory, and in Varro's opinion this probably added to the authority of his observation. Himself of Sabine provenance, Varro believed that the Latin language contained an old and important Sabine 'substratum'. 6 1 Maltby 1991:381; and see the entry in TLL 8:839. 2 Viz. the Library of Latin Texts (A and B), the Monumenta Germaniae Historica, the Archive of Celtic-Latin Literature (all these through the BREPOLiS Cross Database Searchtool), and the Patrologia Latina Database. 3 For the authors treated in the sections on Antiquity and Late Antiquity, biographical data are based on Der Neue Pauly, unless indicated otherwise. 4 Ed. Reis 1971:58. 5 Ed. Goetz and Schoell 1964:58; cf. Collart 1954:94-95; Pfaffel 1986:386; Adams 2007:170 . 6 Collart 1954:99-100, 233-43 . In a rather indirect way, the medius etymology is also suggested by an entry in the De verborum significatu written by M. Verrius Flaccus in the time of the emperors Augustus and Tiberius (42 BC-37 AD) -at least as it has been preserved in the epitome made by the Carolingian At some time during the reign of the emperor Nero (54-68 AD), the latter's elegantiae arbiter Petronius in §37 of his hybrid novel Satyricon has one of the characters claim that 'if she [Trimalchio's wife Fortunata] would tell him [Trimalchio] at bright midday (mero meridie) that it is dark, he would believe it.' 7 The figura etymologica on meridies in this quotation is probably the oldest (but less than explicit) evidence we have of the merus etymology. 8 In his Institutio oratoria 1.6.30 the Roman professor of rhetoric Quintilian (c. 35-c. 100) cites the question whether one should say meridies or medidies for 'midday' [so, from medius], as an example of the use of etymology in 'distinguishing barbarisms from correct words' (barbara ab emendatis  discernere) , that is, in establishing linguistic correctness. 9 From this time on, meridies and its possible etymologies find their way into the broader tradition of (primarily technical) Latin writings. The example is reiterated by Velius Longus, a grammarian from the time of the emperor Hadrian (117-138 AD), who in his De orthographia puts the case of meridies pro medio die on a par with auriculae deriving from audiculae. 10 The grammarian Censorinus, author of a lost De accentibus, in his De die natali liber (dating to the summer of 238) at 24.3 simply reduces meridies to medius dies. 11
Late Antiquity: Early Christian authors
The etymology of meridies is dealt with rather frequently in the literature of Latin Early Christianity. Whereas the permutationes litterarum -that is, the operations of addition (adiectio), subtraction (detractio), permutation (transmutatio) and substitution (immutatio) of letters within a word 12 -remain implicit in the instances discussed so far, they are explicitly connected to the word history of meridies in a very specific, argumentative context. The anonymous exegete dubbed 'Ambrosiaster', active in the city grammarian Paul the Deacon (c. 720/30-c. 800), a pupil of Alcuin, on the basis of the earlier abridgement by Sextus Pompeius Festus, which presumably dates to the 2nd century AD. The entry at issue reads as follows: 'medialis they called a black sacrifice animal, which they slayed at midday (meridie) '; ed. Lindsay 1978:111. 7 Ed. Buecheler 1963 8 :40. 8 Cf. ed. Guillaumin 2010:38 n. 159. 9 Ed. Radermacher and Buchheit 1965:44; cf. Von Fritz 1949:349; De Poerck 1970:209; Ax 2011:279. 10 Ed. GL 7:71. 11 Ed. Sallmann 1983:59. 12 Cf. Lausberg 1990 3 :250-54 §462; Ax 1987. of Rome in the 370s and 380s, 13 Ed. CSEL 81/3:152; cf. Marangoni 2007:81. 16 Viz. the one taking place in the first syllable, in the alteration from Abraei to Ebraei. 17 Unlike in the Commentarius, Ambrosiaster's observation here seems to concern the changes going on both in the first and in the second syllable, although scribal and editorial interventions may be involved in the alteration between ae and e.
would possess a suitable sound (ut vox sonum compositum haberet). For we say meridie instead of medidie and there are many comparable cases. 18 In both accounts, the at-first-sight transparent dissimilation of medidies to meridies is quoted to illustrate the alleged triviality of the fact that words change for the sake of euphony. Twice it is quoted at the end of the relevant exposition, which seems to suggest that it is a textbook example known, or at least intelligible, to everyone. According to Lunn-Rockliffe, Ambrosiaster 'benefited from an education in the classics and forensic rhetoric.' 19 He may thus have known the case of meridies from Cicero or Quintilian, or simply have been aware of its commonplace status via the broader school tradition.
Around the same time, Rufinus (died 410) -a native of Aquileia who pursued his scholarly activities in a monastery in Palestine -proposes the alternative explanation in §2 of his translation of the Commentarium in Canticum canticorum by the Greek Church Father Origen of Alexandria (c. 185-c. 253). 20 His occasion for discussing the etymology of meridies is the Biblical verse Song of Songs (Cant.) 1:6 (in the Vulgate), which contains the words in meridie. Rufinus describes meridies as 'that time [of the day], when light is more copiously poured out over the world, and when it is mere day (quo merus est dies) and the light is purer and more flowery (et purior ac florulentior lux).' 21 This appears to be our first explicit occurrence of the merus etymology -in the case of Petronius, it was only implied by the figura etymologica. Since Rufinus' translation is the only form in which Origen's commentary has been preserved, 22 there may have been a 'precedent' for the etymology in Origen's Greek, but Rufinus may well have introduced it himself. The North-African Church Father Augustine (354-430) returns to the version of Cicero and Quintilian when, in his Locutiones in Heptateuchum Genesis 177, he reduces meridies to medius dies, without further motivation. 23 In 6th-century Italy, the long-lived statesman and then monk and scholar 24 follows Augustine in doing so, namely in his Expositio psalmorum 54.18. 25 It is at some time between Augustine and Cassiodorus that our clearest evidence for Maltby's third category, the μέρος etymology, is to be situated. In a pseudo-Chrysostomian homily on Psalm 90, which cannot be dated to before the second half of the 5th century, 26 the following exposition is given: 'Meridies is so called because it divides the day. For meros [cf. μέρος] is a divided part of the day (pars … divisa diei), so that as much seems to go by as there remains until the end of the day.' Contrary to what Maltby's entry suggests, the author of the homily with this explanation also combines the medius etymology, when he adds: 'So since the sun then stands in the middle of the sky, it is called medius dies.' 27 The homily belongs to a collection of 30 or 31 homilies that have been transmitted among those by the prolific Greek Church Father John Chrysostom (probably 349-407), 28 but were, in fact, composed by an unknown bishop in Africa or Southern Italy. 29 Interestingly, the unproblematic derivation of a Latin word from a Greek one does seem to suggest that these homilies were delivered in an environment where, at this relatively late date, a certain degree of Latin-Greek bilingualism was not uncommon, perhaps indeed Southern Italy.
Late Antiquity: the artigraphical tradition
More extensive comments can be identified in the tradition of LateAntique grammars and literary commentaries. The famous Roman grammarian Aelius Donatus (born in Africa c. 310, died c. 380) in his commentary on Terence's Adelphoe -a commentary which has not preserved its original authorial form -at 5.3.62 ascribes the dissimilation to the veteres and observes that this was possible due to the 'affinity' which allegedly exists between the letters r and d (propter cognationem inter se harum litterarum) -thus adding a new element to the explanation. 30 Around the same time, the etymology is also commented upon by Nonius Marcellus, the language 24 Here again, meridies is added at the end of a longer series of examples, as an at-first-sight transparent case known to all readers. The etymology of meridies features prominently in the highly influential Etymologiae by Isidore, the polymath archbishop of Seville in Visigothic Spain (c. 560-636). 37 At 3.42.3 (in 'On the four parts of the sky'), 5.30.15 (in 'On the days') and 13.1.6 (in 'On the world') of his encyclopaedia, Isidore reduces meridies, by way of medidies (quasi medidies) to medius dies. However, in these three passages he also adds the alternative explanation -perhaps going back to Rufinus' translation of Origen's commentary on Song of Songs (see above) -that at this time of the day, 'the sky shines brighter' (tunc purius micat aether) or 'the day is purer' (tunc purior dies est) -purus being a synonym for merus (merum enim purum dicitur). 38 A peculiar case (possibly going back to a different source) can be identified at 20.3.3 (in 'On drinks'), where Isidore implicitly juxtaposes both explanations when noting: 'Hence we also believe that this time, which falls after the middle of the day (post medium diem), is called meridies, because it is bright (quod purum sit).' 39 A more elaborate discussion of the word's history (which is reminiscent of Velius Longus' exposition mentioned above) occurs at 17. μέρον and Latin purum: meron enim Grece purum Latine. 52 The latter addition seems to go back to a confusion between the explanations respectively based on the Latin merus, 'pure' and Greek μέρος, 'part' (see above), which was possibly enhanced by a misinterpretation of Isidore's merum enim purum dicitur (see above). A more straightforward account is found in an 11th-century glossed manuscript (Vat. Reg. Lat. 1578) of the same work of Priscian's. On folio 27 r it is simply stated with reference to dies that 'hence meridies is composed (componitur), that is, media dies.' 53 An exceptionally critical account is given by the teacher of grammar and rhetoric Peter Helias (c. 1100-after 1166), who was born near Poitiers and active in Paris. 54 In his Summa super Priscianum he states repeatedly (with minor variations) that 'meridies is composed (componitur) of medius and dies, with d changed into r (mutata d in r)', and that 'what is also said, meridies as if it were mera dies, is an etymology rather than a compound (ethimologia potius est quam compositio).' 55 Klinck quotes this passage in order to illustrate that in medieval grammatical discourse, the term compositio (like derivatio) was reserved for those word explanations that followed more or less established linguistic patterns, while etymologia covered looser explanatory strategies (see my concluding remarks). 56 Furthermore, the Northern-French (secundum rectam analogiam), that is, according to correct formation (secundum rectam formationem), we ought to say it so, because just as we say Eacides from Eacus, and just as Eacus has a c, so too Eacides, and just as Priamus has an m, so too Priamides, likewise we ought to say from Tydeus Tydides and medidies as if it were (quasi) media dies -but for the sake of euphony (causa euphonie) we say meridies and Tytides. 59 The gloss again briefly touches on the case of medidies in the subsequent paragraph (2.4) on euphonia, now defining euphony as 'when one letter is changed into another (littera in litteram mutatur) for the sake of beautiful sonority (causa pulchre sonoritatis), as when one says meridies for medidies, and Tytides for Tydides.' 60 The appearance of the accurate terms sonoritas and euphonia in this gloss is noteworthy.
The Middle Ages: works on computus and the calendar
Thirdly, the etymology of meridies occurs in a group of works concerned with computus and the calendar. Chapter 8 ('On the day') of a De divisionibus temporum, perhaps composed by the Anglo-Saxon monk and scholar the Venerable Bede (c. 673-735), 61 reduces the meri-component to merus, since midday is the purest part of the day, and 'the ancients said merus for purus.' 62 Hraban Maur (see above) in Chapter 20 ('On the parts of the day') of his De computo -like the previous one conceived in a question-andanswer (magister-discipulus) format -uses exactly the same words to reduce meri-to merus, but has this explanation preceded by the alternative explanation that meridies goes back to medidies. 63 This juxtaposition can also be found in Chapter 6 ('On time calculation') of another work in question-and-answer format, a Disputatio puerorum per interrogationes et responsiones perhaps to be attributed to Alcuin (c. 730/5-804), 64 The Middle Ages: commentaries on Song of Songs (and some other ecclesiastical writings)
A fourth and last group of medieval works discussing the etymology of meridies consists of commentaries on Song of Songs, which presumably base themselves at least in part (directly or indirectly) on Rufinus' translation of Origen's commentary (see above). In the cases in point, one can discern a considerable degree of variation and innovation, an important new aspect being an allegorical interpretation of meridies as 'the brightest' or 'purest part of the day' with specific reference to spiritual purity or the 'brightness' of the Afterlife. A first clear instance of this approach can be found in the Expositio in Cantica canticorum by Honorius of Augustodunum (see above). At 1.6 in this commentary, Honorius reduces the meri-component both to media and to mera, explaining it, furthermore, as 'pure day (pura dies), when the sun shines bright (clarus) in the centre of heaven', and arguing that it symbolises 'the splendour of eternal clarity, in which Christ, the sun of justice, shines in the middle between the Father and the Holy Spirit.' 70 A remarkable case of the same approach can be found in Book 2 of the commentary on Song of Songs, probably authored by the 12th-century Cistercian monk Thomas of Vancelles. 71 The exegete proposes a threefold exegesis of the meridies mentioned in Cant. 1:6, on the basis of a threefold etymology of the word, namely the apparently original maerens dies, followed by media dies and mera dies. Because of the new etymology at this late date and the innovative exegetical connections, the passage is here given in full: 67 Also, there is a threefold midday (meridies), according to the threefold interpretation of this noun: the first is the clarity (claritas) of contemplatives who until now exert themselves in this [earthly] pilgrimage; the second is the clarity (claritas) of the saints who, freed from their bodies, are until now in expectation; the third, that of the angels and the saints who will see God more clearly (clarius) than the second, since [they see Him] face to face, having already celebrated their resurrection. The first midday (primus  meridies) is so called as if it were maerens dies, since in it we mourn (maeremus) our sins, and we deserve (meremur [!] ) the growths of virtues; the second midday (secundus  meridies) is so called as if it were medidies, that is, media dies, since its clarity (claritas) is brighter (clarior) than the first, but more obscure than the third; the third midday (tertius  meridies) [is so called] as if it were mera dies, since it is brighter (clarior) than the others. 72 It should be noted that the maerens dies etymology (intertwined with an implicit mereri explanation) is very 'semantically' oriented when compared to the other, more 'formal' ones, and that the threefold etymology serves as the basis for a model of three degrees of virtue, which is probably backed by the notion of Trinity. In Book 1 of the same commentary, the author had simply glossed the words in meridie as in mera die. 73 There Ed. PL 202:1192-93 . 78 Zinn 1995. this as an allegory for the eternal life, which is characterised by 'the full and perfect clarity of the vision of God's glory' and 'the full and perfect charity of God's love '. 79 Apart from these passages, meridies is reduced to medius dies at 54.19 of the Expositio psalmorum by Bruno, Bishop of Würzburg (c. 1005 Würzburg (c. -1045 80 this time only in passing and without specific argumentative value, as is the case in Cassiodorus' work of the same title (see above). 81 Lastly, an utterly confused version of the juxtaposition of medius and merus occurs at 1.5 of the sermon on the 16th Sunday after Pentecost by the Franciscan preacher and theologian Anthony of Padua (Fernando de Bulhoes, c. 1195 -1231 84 Because of the latter mistaken claim, the author may have drawn (directly or indirectly) on Remigius of Auxerre (see above), but the structure of the sentences quoted points towards a more direct Isidorian influence. 85 Here again, the confusion may have been enhanced (independently or not) by a misinterpretation of Isidore's merum enim purum dicitur (see above). The 'bookish' and uncritical character of Anthony's statement contrasts sharply with the pertinent observations by Cicero and Varro with which this survey began. This aligns well with the broader mediaeval conception of knowledge, which generally attaches greater importance to the quantity or accumulation of information than to its quality or critical strength.
Conclusion
Without a doubt, the etymology of meridies continued to be dealt with in the literature of the Early Modern period. However, for a solid investigation of the meridies question in this period, scholarship needs to await a fuller digital coverage and searchability of Neo-Latin texts. It should be emphasised that for the Middle Ages, too, the present investigation remains largely limited to the literary production insofar as it has been digitised. For now, this article has shown how the etymology of meridies, as an (at first sight) 79 Ed. PL 202:674. 80 Bautz 1990a. 81 Ed. PL 142:217. 82 Turley 2006. 83 Sic, but according to the critical apparatus the reading meridies is also attested. 84 Ed. Costa et al. 1979:2.255. 85 Cf. Costa et al. 1979:2.255 n. 74. transparent commonplace or 'textbook' example, circulated widelyhistorically and geographically -in Latin literature from Antiquity onwards, and how it was appropriated over and again in different scholarly, theoretical and argumentative contexts, ranging from grammars and literary commentaries, treatises on computus (often in question-and-answer format) and encyclopaedic works, to exegetical commentaries and sermons. The strong connection between the etymology of meridies and a number of very specific text types is remarkable, as is the fact that the etymology apparently circulated ever more widely (almost 'centrifugally') and remained 'productive' through the Middle Ages.
Furthermore, the case of meridies aptly illustrates an important difference between ancient and modern conceptions of etymology. 86 In present-day historical linguistics, etymology is oriented towards the reconstruction of a historical root, via established sound laws; alternative reconstructions are therefore mostly seen as mutually exclusive. 87 To the contrary, in its 'ancient' conception -which endured into the Early Modern period at least -etymology had a strong ontological and epistemological relevance, but was also very speculative in nature. 88 It served as a rather loose heuristic strategy in establishing the essence of things and, hence, the 'true' grounds for their names. 89 Accordingly, alternative versions of a word's history were not necessarily regarded as mutually exclusive, but could be seen as complementary, thus contributing to a better and more exhaustive understanding of the referent's essence. see Klinck 1970. 87 This is illustrated by the fact that the etymology of meridies strongly divided 19th-century Latinists, most importantly J.M. Stowasser (merus) and V. Hintner (medius). For a brief survey of the debate, see Krebs 1962:2.77 
